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Peggy Helmerich talks about her
 movie career at Circle Cinema
 screening

 Posted: Sunday, November 22, 2015 12:00 am

By MICHAEL SMITH World Scene Writer |
 0 comments

Before Peggy Helmerich was a Tulsa star for
 her many charitable efforts, she was a
 Hollywood movie star.

The film “Bright Victory,” one of eight films
 released in 1950-51 featuring the Universal
 Pictures starlet then known as Peggy Dow,
 will screen at Circle Cinema on Dec. 1.

There will be two benefit screenings for the
 theater that day, with Helmerich speaking
 and answering audience questions after
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Arthur Kennedy and Peggy Dow (Helmerich)
 star in 1951’s “Bright Victory.” Helmerich will
 talk about her movie career at a pair of benefit
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 both shows.

The screenings come a few days before Tulsa
 Library Trust’s Dec. 5 presentation of the
 annual Peggy V. Helmerich Distinguished
 Author Award to Rick Atkinson, a three-
time Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and
 military historian who has written
 extensively about World War II.

In connection with that event, Circle Cinema
 will show “Bright Victory,” a WWII drama
 in which she starred opposite Oscar-
nominee Arthur Kennedy, who played a
 soldier blinded by sniper fire in North
 Africa and who returns home and struggles
 to adjust to losing his sight.

Dow plays a woman who befriends and falls in love with Kennedy’s character in the town
 where the U.S. Army General Hospital is located.

The film, which is not available on DVD, will screen at 2 p.m. Tuesday (with free admission
 for veterans) and at 7 p.m. Tickets are available for both shows online at circlecinema.com
 and at the theater’s box office.

More information is available by calling 918-585-3456.

Tickets for these benefit screenings are $25 ($15 for Circle Cinema members) for the 2 p.m.
 screening on Dec. 1, and $35 ($25 for theater members) for the 7 p.m. showing that same
 day.

Michael Smith 918-581-8479

michael.smith@tulsaworld.com

Follow Tulsa World Scene Writer Michael Smith

Follow Tulsa World
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